
Project Proposal January 1st, 2024

client :  Client’s Name.

des igner :  Stephen Pies, Pies Brand LLC 

tax id :  00-0000000

deliverables :  Summarize the design(s) that will be created.

estimated  t ime :  Estimate work-time (In weeks).

details :  Specific requirements, goals, and art direction.

des ign  process :  Number of  presentations, the goals associated with each one, and the 

type of  concept(s) (pencil, vector, rough, revised, final, etc...) and number that will be showcased.

 *Normally, I attempt to complete all projects within three presentations: a rough, revised, and final - In   

 many instances though, more are needed to arrive at the right solution.

 -  Presentation One: Rough Concepts - Number of  concepts and general goals.

 -  Presentation Two: Revised Concepts - Number of  concepts and general goals.

 -  Presentation Three: Digital Trace(s) - Number of  concepts and general goals.

pric ing :
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“Title (Content of  design)” - logotype and monogram (Design descrip-

tion)

 License - exclusive global rights in all media in perpetuity   

 (License description)

$5,000

$5,000

thoughts :  Explain potential solutions, directions, and challenges. 

 *Even though projects have a way of  unfolding as you progress, the initial thought invested before starting   

 is a good way to convey your value and excitement to the client.  

Project

Total project cost $10,000

Price



Project Proposal January 1st, 2024

agreement :

This agreement (the “Agreement”) was made on January 1st, 2024 by and between Client’s 

Name and the “Designer.” In consideration of  the mutual agreement made herein, both parties 

agree as follows:

 

Work: The Designer agrees to produce project materials (the “Work”) at the request of  the client 

for fees agreed upon in advance and delivery of  the Work by an agreed-upon deadline. Designer 

agrees that he will be the sole author of  the Work, which will be original work and free of  plagia-

rism. Designer will cooperate with Client in editing and otherwise reviewing the Work prior to 

completion and launch.

 

Confidentiality: Designer acknowledges that he may receive or have access to information, 

which relates to the Client’s past, present, or future products, vendor lists, creative works, market-

ing strategies, pending projects/proposals, and other proprietary information. Designer agrees to 

protect the confidentiality of  the Client’s proprietary information and all physical forms thereof, 

whether disclosed to Designer before this Agreement is signed before or afterward. 

Compensation: Client agrees to pay Designer 50% of  the total project cost before any services 

are provided, and the remaining 50% is to be paid before any workable files are delivered. If  the 

parameters of  the Work change, or if  it involves more time than estimated, Designer will inform 

the Client and they can renegotiate the Work’s cost. Designer is responsible for the payment of  all 

federal, state, and/or local taxes with respect to the services he performs for the client as an 

independent contractor. The Client will not treat the Designer as an employee for any purpose.

Client Approval: Upon acceptance of  the Work, Client accepts responsibility for any further 

processes in which this work is used (e.g. film outpost, printing, etc.) Designer is not responsible 

for errors occurring in this work or projects related to this work after acceptance of  the Work by 

the Client.

Cancellation: Both parties understand that Client or Designer may terminate the service at 

any time if, for any reason, the relationship is deemed unsatisfactory by either party. Upon writ-

ten or verbal cancellation, Client is responsible for payment for all expenses incurred and any 

work done towards the completion of  the project based on the percentage of  the project complet-

ed, which is determined by the Designer. Should Client cancel the project following its comple-

tion, Client is responsible for full payment as per the agreed upon estimate plus all expenses 

incurred. In the event of  cancellation, Designer retains ownership of  all copyrights and original 

work created.

Acceptance of  Terms: Client promises to pay for the services rendered by Designer for the 

Work as agreed upon. By signing below, Client agrees they have read, understood, and are 

considered legally bonded to these terms.

Client Signature:            

Date: 
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